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Executive Summary 
A 2022 congressional report is unequivocal on the environmental impacts of the transportation 
sector, which is the largest source of carbon dioxide emissions in the United States. Specifically, 
the report notes that trucks have the second highest average CO2 emissions per Ton-Mile of 
freight of all modes of transportation, behind only air transport. The method presented herein 
offers a solution that facilitates this industry sector’s move toward being a contributor to global 
solutions for climate control, rather than being one of the biggest culprits for climate change. 

The cap-and-trade system, which aims to limit the maximum amount of emissions across all 
industries and reduce the capped amount by some margin each year, is currently the most widely 
accepted international program in support of the environment. This initiative empowers various 
entities to compensate for their excess carbon emissions by acquiring another entity’s carbon offset 
credits. Once verified by independent third-party organizations, carbon offset credits representing 
one metric ton of emission reduction can be traded to any interested party. Such trades offer 
industries the time needed to develop the methods and technologies necessary to achieve their 
emission reduction targets. 

Currently, the cap-and-trade system, encompassing the offset credit exchange, exhibits inherent 
limitations, of which the lack of standardized global adaptation is the most problematic. However, 
many of the limitations can be mitigated by using blockchain technology, which, as a Peer-to-Peer 
system, incorporates decentralization, increased privacy, consensus mechanisms that do not rely 
on mutual trust, and the ability to incorporate smart contracts.  

With no centralized authority, which inevitably may cater to a specific region or country, a global 
Peer-to-Peer exchange system will help increase universal participation in carbon offset credits 
trading. This solution is significant because the earth is battling a historical rate of adverse climate 
conditions and the transportation sector bears its fair share of responsibility for one of the key 
contributors to our current climate crisis, greenhouse gas emissions. 
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1. Introduction 
Climate change is a reality that most scientists are aware of, but the rate and severity of climate 
change have long been debated. However, in recent years, there has been unequivocal evidence 
that climate change affects weather patterns worldwide; the effects of climate change are no longer 
concentrated in a select few countries, but are evident across the entire world. Dramatic changes 
in biodiversity, drought, floods, wildfires, sea levels, and extreme weather are occurring globally. 
A great majority of scientists consider the root cause of the change to be the emission of 
Greenhouse Gases (GHG). Out of all the components of GHG, carbon dioxide has the most 
significant impact. As such, in the context of human-caused climate variations, many scientists use 
GHG and carbon dioxide interchangeably. During the peak of the spread of the COVID-19 virus 
in 2020, when human activities were significantly restricted, a major improvement in climate 
conditions was observed worldwide and linked to reduced GHG emissions. Different human 
activities, such as burning fossil fuels, manufacturing goods and services, transportation, farming, 
and deforestation contribute to emissions in one way or another.  

To date, one of the most promising approaches to addressing the climate crisis is the cap-and-
trade program. The first cap-and-trade program was proposed in the Kyoto Protocol of 1997 and 
provided an option to reduce greenhouse gas emissions [1]. While countries that wish to be 
proactive in curbing emissions have implemented a variety of regulations, the cap-and-trade 
(CAT) program has been the most widely accepted one.   

With the maturation of carbon credit markets [2], different countries such as the United States, 
Canada, and Australia, and even some regions such as California and Greater Chicago, have 
developed their own trading model and platform. This has inhibited the creation of a universal 
model and a unified set of rules that allows everyone to participate equally. In addition, there are 
some regions with more stringent laws and regulations that exploit the resources of countries with 
more lenient laws. This further adds to the instability and uncertainty of the global carbon credit 
marketplace. Thus, in addition to continuous improvement in the international cap-and-trade 
policies, a stable technical infrastructure is needed. Similar to the integration of technology into 
stock market trading, in this paper we explore the possibility of integrating modern technology, 
namely blockchains, in the carbon credit trading systems.  

1.1 Transportation Sector and Carbon Emissions 

A recent congressional report, dated December 2022, unequivocally states that the transportation 
sector is the largest source of carbon dioxide emissions in the United States. Specifically, they warn 
that “Emissions from transportation surpassed emissions from the electric power sector five years 
ago and now constitute two-fifths of domestic emissions from burning fossil fuels.” The 2021 
shares of energy-related carbon emissions by the economic sector show Transportation at 38%, 
Electric Power at 33%, Industrial at 17%, Residential at 7%, and Commercial at 5% [22]. The 
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silver lining, the article states, is that despite the increase in motor vehicle travel since 2005, CO2 
emissions have declined, due to the auto industry’s advances with respect to emission control. For 
example, in the case of new light-duty vehicles (cars and light-duty trucks), the average fuel 
economy has improved from 20 miles per gallon to 25 miles per gallon between 2005 and 2021. 
However, the reality is that cars and trucks continue to account for a large percentage of the CO2 
emissions from transportation.  

Focusing on the freight transportation segment, trucks have the second highest average CO2 
emissions per Ton-Mile of freight of all modes of transportation, after air transport (rail has the 
lowest). Considering that trucks carry more Ton-Miles of freight than the other modes of 
transportation (Trucks 43%, Rail 29%, and Pipeline, Water and Air 28%), the trucking industry 
has a significantly larger share of the environmental burden than all others.   

The Congressional Budget Office report [22] states that “historically, only 15 percent of total CO2 
emissions in the US were offset by the net absorption of CO2 by the nation’s forests and soil.” An 
unrestricted trading system in favor of promoting carbon-absorbing enterprises will empower the 
transportation sector to become a proactive participant in global solutions for climate control. The 
time is right for such cross-sector collaborative exchanges because of the available technologies and 
recent regulatory mandates. More specifically, the solution presented in this article aims to posture 
this industry sector as a contributor to global solutions for climate control, instead of having the 
negative reputation as the largest culprit of climate change.  

1.2 The Cap-and-Trade Program 

The cap-and-trade (CAT) program is a regulatory compliance system developed to curb carbon 
emissions by capping the permitted levels of overall emissions and lowering the cap over the years. 
The governing body sets an overall carbon emission limit for the organizations participating in 
CAT. Each organization is given a fixed number of permits (also called carbon credits) which 
dictate its carbon emission allowance. One ton of carbon emissions is permitted for each carbon 
credit. Credits can be distributed through free allocation, past emission data, production capacity, 
or auction [3]. There are two main aspects of CAT, outlined below. 

Carbon Credit Trading: The amount of permissible emission for a company is determined by the 
initial offering of carbon credits. If the emission from the company exceeds the allowable limit, a 
penalty is issued correlating to the amount of excess emission. To avoid paying the fine, 
organizations can purchase extra carbon credits from an organization with a surplus. Some 
companies need more carbon credits than are allocated to them, for reasons such as the nature of 
their business and production, the high cost of switching to a new technology, or the high setup 
cost. Other industries need much less than their competitors due to efficient processes and/or use 
of innovative technologies. Trading permits are allowed under CAT to maintain the balance in 
emissions without going over the capped limit. An organization can sell its excess credits at a 
defined price to those in need and increase its revenue. This incentivizes investment in green and 
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optimized technologies [4] and creates an ecosystem that collectively curbs emissions without 
affecting any single entity. The cap amount is then reduced each year, proportionally reducing each 
organization’s permit value to promote the shift to a more optimized or cleaner process. This 
gradual reduction gives organizations enough time to adapt to new requirements without adversely 
affecting their production costs [5–6]. 

Carbon Credit Offsetting: Changing a company’s production methodology to reduce carbon 
emissions can be a high-risk or long-term process. It is sometimes impractical to keep emissions 
below the set limit. Apart from credit trading, “carbon offsetting” provides another way for 
organizations to compensate for their extra emission. Carbon offsetting is the process through 
which an organization may receive credit for making an honest effort to reduce the atmosphere's 
carbon through actions that it would not normally take. This is also treated as a tradeable 
commodity [2]. One such way is to invest in projects that conserve nature and natural resources 
which would otherwise be destroyed. For example, forestation is widely considered an efficient 
way to reduce carbon in the atmosphere. Organizations can promote forestation or prevent 
deforestation to receive extra carbon credits. They can also set up renewable energy plants for 
credits. The idea behind this feature is that, even if the exploitation of nature and natural resources 
is local, it has adverse effects worldwide. This program provides an opportunity to set up a global 
carbon offset program which allows organizations to gain carbon credits. 

Recently, technology has been developed which allows companies to capture carbon directly from 
the atmosphere and store it underground. Many companies capture the carbon dioxide that they 
generate and then securely transport it for safe disposal. This process is called Carbon Capture and 
Storage (CCS). Though this process is efficient in recording the exact amount of carbon captured, 
secure disposal of such a large amount of carbon is a substantial task. There are a few cases where 
the captured carbon has been reused to produce something else, conflicting with the primary 
purpose of reducing carbon emissions. This is a relatively new development and, thus, it is still 
under scrutiny. 

1.3 Peer-to-Peer Technology 

Without global participation, cap-and-trade policies will not be able to keep up with the rate at 
which climate change is happening. However, to achieve global participation in these programs, a 
common platform is needed, along with a stable infrastructure and fair rules. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) 
technology offers a suitable transaction infrastructure without the need for a centralized authority. 
A P2P system is a decentralized network of independent but interconnected devices that 
communicate directly with one another using a traditional network infrastructure. These devices 
are known as nodes or peers.  

A traditional network consists of multiple clients and one or more servers, known as the client-
server model. The client requests data and services from the server, and the server responds. In a 
P2P network, each connected node can take on the client and server roles. As each node acts as a 
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separate entity, irrespective of the processing capacity, it can be anonymous. These networks can 
be dynamic, which means nodes may join or leave the network as needed. In the simplest case, 
each node maintains a list of its neighbors. When a new node joins the system, it connects to 
several other independent nodes, and this causes the corresponding node list to be updated. Since 
various nodes may or may not contain the entire data of the available nodes, when a node acting 
as a client requests data, the request is propagated from node to node until one or multiple nodes 
that can fulfil the request receive it. These nodes will then act as a server and respond to the request. 
The client then receives a random part of the request data from each server, thus reducing the 
single point of failure. As no single network path is used for all the responses, there are significant 
possibilities for decreasing the overall bandwidth usage and increasing the speed of the network. 
This is also an effective way for achieving parallelism and avoiding network congestion. 

1.4 Blockchains 

A Peer-to-Peer network enables transactions without prior mutual trust but is also susceptible to 
malware. The P2P network connection can bypass firewalls, and the malicious node can attack the 
system. Furthermore, nodes can be anonymous in P2P systems, making them a regulatory 
nightmare. Some of the possible challenges include denial-of-service, a dispute among the nodes, 
and impersonation. These may quickly turn the system into an unreliable platform with numerous 
privacy concerns. Due to the absence of a centralized authority, the responsibility of making and 
enforcing rules and regulations is delegated to the entire network. 

Blockchain technology is inherently a Peer-to-Peer network in which nodes maintain a distributed 
ledger. By virtue of being a P2P system, it is managed by the nodes involved. Each transaction 
executed on the network is logged in the ledger, a copy of which is maintained by every node, and 
each node has the responsibility of verifying each transaction.  

As autonomous members of a distributed system, all participating nodes must come to a consensus 
for accepting a transaction, and once there is a consensus, all nodes execute the transaction at 
exactly the same time. To facilitate the process of consensus building, certain nodes which have 
distinguished themselves by solving a very difficult problem or by proving that they have a genuine 
interest in maintaining the correctness of the blockchain can provide assurance to other nodes 
about the validity of the pending transactions. The nodes that solve a very costly puzzle before 
vouching for the validity of a transaction are called “miners”. Similarly, nodes that can prove their 
genuine interest in the accuracy of the blockchain, for example by owning a significant amount of 
assets that would diminish in value if the blockchain becomes inaccurate, are called “stakers”. 
Current implementations of blockchains rely on either miners or stakers to vouch for the 
correctness of the proposed next block.  

Once validated by either miners or stakers, each new block and transactions therein are re-validated 
by the nodes, and as soon as at least 50% of the nodes come to the consensus that the proposed 
block is indeed valid, the block is then ready to be added to the blockchain. The addition of new 
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blocks happens at very specific intervals. Once the predetermined time interval has elapsed, the 
new block is then locked onto the block of verified transactions in the ledger. Blockchain offers 
many features that are integral to its optimal functioning as well as those that are added to 
overcome the shortcomings of a traditional P2P network, which are listed below. 

The Double Spending Problem: In the blockchain, each coin or token is backed by the underlying 
asset. These tokens can then be traded as a commodity. Each token can be used for a transaction. 
As there is no central authority, these transactions are signed with digital signatures to prove 
ownership of that token. Each transaction takes some time to process, and a single token can be 
used multiple times, as only recipients can verify the associated transaction. In addition, some 
transactions might even be invalidated. Blockchains make use of features, such as Hash functions 
and consensus, that prevent double spending [8]. 

Hash Functions: Blockchain can process a large number of transactions per second, each consisting 
of some amount of information. All the details of the transaction need to be stored in the ledger. 
Blockchain creates a hash of each transaction instead of the complete transaction, and only the 
hash is stored in each block. The hash function is a one-way function that converts an input of any 
size to a fixed-length output. This output is called a hash value. Each block consists of many valid 
transactions. The block’s hash is then fed to the next block, creating a chain of valid transactions. 
This makes it easy to verify the validity of any transaction. 

Consensus among Peers: Since there is no central authority to create trust and determine the validity 
of any transaction, the responsibility of maintaining the reliability of the network falls onto the 
nodes. The transaction is deemed valid if most nodes can validate it. As nodes may be added and 
removed from the system, the network can be attacked by malicious nodes. Different consensus 
mechanisms can make the system resilient against such attacks. Some consensus algorithms are 
Proof-of-Work (PoW), Proof-of-Stake (PoS), Proof-of-Authority (PoA), Practical Byzantine 
Fault Tolerance, and Proof-of-Reputation. This is a core part of any blockchain and helps reach a 
standard agreement among peers [9–11]. 

Transparency: The main idea of a P2P decentralized system is that the transactions are transparent 
to everyone. All the transactions are available publicly and can be easily traced in the system. Some 
blockchains might use anonymous addresses for confidentiality, but the level of identity exposure 
is utterly dependent on the implementation of the blockchain. 

1.5 Coins and Tokens 

Blockchain technology is often intertwined with coins and tokens. The most common 
misunderstanding people have is about Bitcoin. Bitcoin (BTC) is presumed to be a coin, which is 
true, but more importantly it is a blockchain network. The Bitcoin blockchain offers a variety of 
functionalities such as transaction validation and smart contracts, apart from the coin being used 
as a store of value. Similarly, Ethereum is a blockchain network and Ether (ETH) is a coin that 
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facilitates the transactions and operations on the Ethereum blockchain. Tokens are just like coins 
and the distinction is based on how they are used.  

Coins: A coin does not represent any underlying utility but rather operates on its own independent 
blockchain. It is used to store value and acts as a medium of exchange, just like any traditional 
currency. Bitcoin is a blockchain as well as a coin (symbolized by BTC). Ether (or ETH) is a coin 
that facilitates transactions on the Ethereum blockchain. Coins can be mined or earned by 
performing the validation work (e.g., Proof-of-Work) or by offering stakes while doing the 
transaction validation (e.g., Proof-of-Stake). Both BTC and ETH are often also referred to as 
tokens, which is not entirely incorrect; using the term ‘coin’ symbolizes their exact utility.  

Tokens: Contrary to coins, tokens do not have their own blockchain. Tokens are built on other 
existing blockchains, for different purposes. These tokens are not mined but are rather created by 
application developers and distributed to users. The protocol for the creation and distribution of 
tokens is embedded in a smart contract that is deployed on a blockchain. Tokens are often used as 
a utility in exchange for various other utilities such as service payment, get discounts, represent 
ownership, and access to a service, to name a few. Tokens are not meant to be used as a medium 
of exchange. Depending on the case, tokens can be termed Utility tokens, Governance tokens, or 
Security tokens, among other designations. A Security token represents the ownership of assets. 
These are transferrable and can be designed to represent fractionalized ownership as well. 
Essentially, tokens are designed by the product designer to serve a purpose specific to its product. 
Governance tokens give the right to vote or have a say in rules, regulations, and protocols as 
specified by the application. This allows people to develop a democratized product that is not 
controlled by a central authority. Utility tokens can be used for a specific purpose or for a broad 
spectrum of activities. SushiSwap is one such token that allows users to exchange one coin or token 
for another. MANA, a utility token native to the game Decentraland, allows players of the game 
to trade items. 

Ethereum is the most widely used blockchain that offers the infrastructure and application layer 
to develop tokens on top of it. It has developed multiple standards for the development of different 
utilities of tokens. The ERC-20 token standard is commonly used to develop tokens that are not 
unique and are transferrable. ERC-20 tokens offer other functionalities like determining the total 
supply of tokens, event broadcasting, and state management, to name a few. There are other 
standards under development on top of ERC-20 to mitigate some of its restrictions. 

Non-Fungible Tokens: Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) are critical to many applications, including 
ours. NFTS are a unique kind of utility token as no two NFTs represent the same asset or value. 
ERC-721 is the most commonly used token standard for the development of NFTs. The need for 
non-fungible tokens arises with the goal of assigning a special characteristic to a specific token. 
Users can determine the value of an NFT based on its age, rarity, history, reputation, acceptance, 
or some other factor. Each NFT can bear a different value for each individual or application. Thus, 
it is perfect for representing such objects as collectible items, lottery tickets, certifications, etc.  
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The ERC-1155 token standard is a recent development related to the development of NFTs. It 
offers a standard interface extending the ERC-721 functionality to improve security, efficiency, 
and flexibility [12].  

NFTs are unique and are not directly exchangeable, unlike a common token or coin. Each holds a 
different value and may not be traded directly, necessitating a trading platform. These trading 
platforms are often called marketplaces. In our proposed solution to the problems facing the carbon 
credit system, each carbon credit is mapped to an NFT that includes its details. Even though each 
carbon credit provides the same utility of fixed carbon emission, we use the NFT to track 
information such as how it was created, who approved it, the history of transactions, when it was 
used, and any other important information. We can then design a trading platform that facilitates 
NFT transactions. 

1.6 Smart Contracts 

A smart contract is a contract that is programmed and deployed onto the blockchain. These can 
be automatically invoked upon the triggering of any event. Smart contracts can be programmed to 
perform any specific operation. The major characteristic of a smart contract is that it is immutable 
by virtue of being recorded permanently. They can be triggered on the initiation of a transaction, 
capturing the initiators’ information, verifying it, and generating value. Smart contracts can then 
be made to perform automated tasks, including identifying and triggering other contracts. They 
can also act as the embodiment of an algorithm or a protocol that will perform auto-validation and 
update the blockchain ledger [13–15]. Many characteristics of smart contracts closely resemble the 
characteristics of blockchains. A few of them are discussed below. 

a. Immutability: Once the smart contract is deployed on the blockchain, it cannot be altered 
or changed. Thus, it must go through various checks before it is deployed. 

b. Security: Cryptographical techniques support the security of intelligent contracts as an 
integral part of its operation. The immutable nature of the overall system makes its security 
much more robust. If a hacker can find and exploit any vulnerability in the code of the 
smart contract, it may result in significant loss of assets.  

c. Self-enforcing: The intelligent contract invocation does not need human intervention and 
is triggered by specific events. 
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2. Combining Blockchains and the  
Transportation Sector 

Automation—powered by the Internet of Things (IoT)—has provided new opportunities to grow 
the efficiency, economy, and resilience of the transportation sector. Specifically, the three areas of 
interest in this study—goods, vehicles, and services—have seen significant changes in recent years. 
However, many of the improvements have been achieved in a silo. Our goal is to simplify business 
and trade by enabling information sharing across the silos. The two main hurdles that the proposed 
system addresses are (a) trade between anonymous and identified parties, and (b) trade with or 
without the need for a central authority or third party.  

The proposed Blockchain platform simplifies the transportation sector’s transactions, specifically 
those related to energy and the environment. It allows transactions to be programmable, secure, 
unforgeable, time-stamped, immutable, unanimous, and transparent. The cost associated with 
blockchain is often compared to the costs and advantages of having a centralized system. In [16], 
authors have identified how the transmission cost can be reduced significantly if the central 
authority is removed and Peer-to-Peer transaction is promoted. In [17], authors have concluded 
that a smart contract to enable transactions on the blockchain can be automated, thus reducing 
dependency on humans for verification and completion. This saves humans many hours and 
guarantees the process is executed. 

2.1 Leveraging Blockchain for Energy Trade 

Integration of technology such as the Internet of Things (IoT) into the transport industry has 
enabled real-time tracking, enhanced efficiency, reduced cost, improved safety, and increased 
transparency. Despite notable advances within different transport sectors, the implementation and 
advantages are limited to separate silos. New challenges have emerged due to the isolation of data 
and information within each transport sector. Data and information are often stored and managed 
within the department. This poses two challenges: fragmented knowledge and limited 
collaboration. We strongly believe the advances within each silo have immense potential to unlock 
greater applications if the information is shared securely among them. By harnessing secure data 
sharing and the P2P transaction capabilities of the blockchain, we can unlock the untapped 
potential of cross-sector integration. 

Blockchain-based systems will enable improved operational efficiency and resource utilization and 
an integrated transport system. They can provide a standardized framework for cross-sector data 
sharing and transactions without exposing sensitive information. We believe the integration of 
different silos in the transport sector and secure cross-silo information sharing is the pathway to 
achieving a truly efficient ecosystem. 
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2.2 Energy Trade 

To gain a comprehensive understanding of energy trading, it is essential to understand the 
inherited issues associated with a different form of energy trading. For this study, we identified the 
intricacies of the lifecycle of carbon credits and explored the existing carbon trading systems across 
the world. Through the study, we unearthed the complexities of the trading system and a common 
set of challenges associated with it. The proposed proof-of-concept for carbon trading will serve 
as a foundation for integrating multiple forms of energy trading. It provides a systematic 
framework for trading energy commodities without the need for a centralized authority. 

Challenges with Carbon Trading and Energy Trading: The carbon offset program is an integral 
part of carbon trading. Traditional carbon credits are issued by the government and are traded on 
the established system. Meanwhile, offset credits are verified by an authorized third party and can 
be traded over the counter. After careful observation of carbon credit trading systems, a recurring 
pattern in the core functionality of the trading systems emerged. This pattern can be abstracted 
into a comprehensive framework that can facilitate the trading of diverse commodities, not just 
carbon credits. A carbon credit is essentially a commodity that is traded based on price on certain 
platforms. Similarly, there are other commodities like water rights, biodiversity offsets, and 
renewable energy certificates. All these are traded on specialized commodity exchanges. Having a 
single, dependable, transparent platform will promote public faith in its legitimacy. Trading of all 
these commodities is based on a similar framework. This framework addresses the two most 
important aspects of a common energy trading system, explained below: 

Credibility of the credits: A blockchain-based trading system requires the unit of energy 
commodity to be converted into a digital form (token). The process of converting a unit of physical 
commodity to a digital commodity is known as Tokenization. This process is essential to 
maintaining the integrity and authenticity of the system. 

Transaction transparency: To maintain the transparency and verifiability of the system, 
transactions need to be open. Blockchain inherently maintains an immutable record of each 
transaction in the form of hash code. Any transaction done on the blockchain is verified and 
validated by the participating nodes, and the transaction history of each token can be viewed on 
the specific Blockchain Scanner. Considering the transparency requirement and the properties of 
Blockchain, we propose the Commodity Trading Framework and discuss it in detail in the 
subsequent chapter. 
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3. Energy Trade System Architecture 
In traditional trading platforms, user access is controlled through account sign-in and session 
management. Blockchain, in its simplest form, is a distributed database that maintains transaction 
records.  

Ethereum is the choice of blockchain for this project since it is widely accepted as the most 
established and mature public blockchain. It is the underlying platform that allows the 
development and execution of smart contracts. Rules and regulations can be incorporated into a 
smart contract so that the structure is not tampered with and transparency is maintained. As the 
system is blockchain-based, users need a Web3 wallet to interact with it and the medium of 
exchange must be cryptocurrency.  

Each energy credit can be mapped to an NFT. By representing energy credits as NFTs, we can 
maintain their uniqueness. This allows us to incorporate metadata such as the user that created it, 
the certification body that approved it, the date it was transferred, the price it was transferred at, 
and so on. Converting the physical unit of a commodity to a digital token is a highly specialized 
task and is delegated to the registered third-party certification body. It allows the public to 
determine the legitimacy and maintain the transparency of NFT and certification authority. Any 
user with a Web3 wallet can interact with the system and act as a buyer, seller, or credit producer.   

As discussed in the previous chapter, the development of a commodity trading platform goes 
through two important phases. In the first phase, a unit of a commodity is defined, and a certain 
number of units are generated. We call this process “commodity tokenization.” If we consider the 
stock market, this is the phase when the ownership percentage is converted into a fixed number of 
shares. In the second phase, a structure for the trading of commodities between participants is 
defined. It determines the rules and regulations for the transfer of NFT ownership. We call this 
the process of developing a ‘trading framework’. Let us look at each phase in more detail. 

3.1 Commodity Tokenization 

The goal of Commodity Tokenization is to convert each unit of the commodity into equivalent 
tokens, i.e., to mint new tokens. The definition of a unit is different for each commodity and thus 
each module needs to be specific to the commodity, but the framework remains the same. Refer 
to Figure 2, which is a high-level perspective on how different modules, identified in the section 
above, interact with each other. 
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Figure 1. The High-level View of Commodity Tokenization Workflow 

 

First, a producer interacts with the blockchain to submit a request to mint tokens. All the modules 
of the blockchain are deployed using smart contracts. The smart contract, which is specifically 
designed to handle the request from the producer, will verify it. Upon verification, this request is 
then transferred to a separate smart contract module that interacts with a third-party certification 
body. The certification body is responsible for determining the credibility of the request, and either 
approves or rejects the proposal. Upon approval, a set of tokens will be minted and transferred back 
to the producer. 

This seemingly simple flow of logic is adapted to the system framework as shown in Figure 2, 
which describes in detail how modules perform specific tasks and communicate with each other. 
The browser is an interface that allows users to interact with the blockchain. It is used to provide 
and receive information from the blockchain. Each user must be authenticated through a Web3 
wallet before they can communicate with blockchain modules. 

For any commodity to be converted into units, a producer first needs to create a proposal that 
includes the necessary background work, due diligence, financial history, ownership record, 
necessary approvals, proof of intent, proof of value, and other relevant information. Of course, this 
depends on the type of commodity being converted. The Create Proposal service module is a web 
service that the producer can access over the internet. The data from the producer is then bundled 
into a single proposal and sent to the Proposal Management module, which is deployed on a 
blockchain. This is a smart contract that defines the rules, regulations, and guidelines for a proposal 
to be accepted. It is imperative to know that the Proposal Management module does not determine 
the outcome of the proposal but rather specifies the structure of the proposal. The structure 
framework is encoded in a specific smart contract. Each newly created proposal is basically a new 
object of the same smart contract that enforces a common structure to the new proposal. The 
advantage of having a smart contract is that all the proposals derived from it are public and its 
entire history can be viewed by anyone. 
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Figure 2. Commodity Tokenization Framework 

 

Proposal acceptance or rejection is a highly specialized task. It is somewhat subjective and requires 
dealing with continuous changes in the industry, common standards accepted by the market, 
interpretations of the proposal content, and changes in regulations. Thus, a specific Certification 
Management system is required to determine if the proposal can be accepted or not. To use an 
analogy, laws are written in the Constitution but we still need judges to enforce them and 
determine the appropriate outcome for each specific case. Different independent third parties (e.g., 
the certification body) interact with the Certification Management module. The interacting 
certification body determines if the proposal is accepted or rejected, and the subsequent decisions 
and actions are updated on smart contracts and transferred to the Credit Management module. 
Credit Management is just a set of instructions written on smart contracts. It automates how units 
of the commodity credit will be distributed upon approval. 

3.2 Commodity Trading Framework 

Once a commodity is tokenized, the created tokens can be traded among the participants. A 
trading framework has only two interacting entities: a seller and a buyer. We first discuss the 
generic protocol for trading, illustrated in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. The High-Level Commodity Trading Workflow 
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As shown in Figure 3, the buyer and seller interact with the blockchain modules that create buy 
orders and sell orders, respectively. These orders are fed to the order book of the Order Matching 
Algorithm module. Order Matching Algorithm then identifies the matching orders and updates the 
blockchain module to handle commodity exchange. Once matching orders are found, logic 
embedded in the smart contract executes the transaction. 

The identified workflow is grafted onto the architectural framework, as shown in Figure 4. All the 
verifications, processing, and transactions are executed completely on the blockchain. A browser is 
an intermediary that provides an interface to interact with the blockchain. The Order Matching 
System is kept outside the blockchain for the following reasons: 

1. Even though most trading is based on price matching, each commodity trade can be based 
on a unique matching system such as quantity, quality, reputation, etc. 

2. The Order Matching Algorithm scans the order book continuously for new and previous 
orders to find a match. This process could be expensive to execute on the blockchain. 

3. An unconfirmed and unexecuted buy/sell order creates overhead and can fill the blockchain 
with irrelevant data. 

4. The Order Matching System is designed to be a read-only application that listens to smart 
contract events and has no permission to modify orders. A detailed explanation is provided 
in the subsequent section. 

Figure 4. Commodity Trading Model Framework 
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In the commodity trading model framework, as presented in Figure 4, the regulations that are 
specific to buyers are embedded in the Buy Order Verification module. On the other hand, the 
regulations specific to sellers are divided into two separate modules, namely Sell Order Verification 
and Sell Order Management. The functionality of the module handling the commodity exchange is 
integrated into the Sell Order Management and Escrow Account modules. We assume that Ether 
(ETH) is the medium of exchange. We discuss the specifics of each module below. 

1. Web Services: Different web services are used to interact with the blockchain. All of them 
are accessed through a browser. First, Web3 authentication is required through a 
decentralized wallet. Another web service is the ‘Buy Order’ web service, which allows user 
to enter the preferences of the commodity it is willing to buy. The common preferences 
may include the bidding price and quantity of tokens. The last web service is the ‘List NFT’ 
web service. It is an interface that allows the user (the owner of an NFT) to list an NFT 
for sale. 

2. Sell Order Verification: When a user lists the NFT for sale, it is imperative to verify that 
the specified NFT actually belongs to the user. As there is no central database that holds 
all the information about the user, ownership verification is essential. This module is 
responsible for all the due diligence involved in ownership verification. 

3. Sell Order Management: A sell order must be created once the required information is 
verified. It is a smart contract that performs the following three main operations: 

a. The Sell Order Management creates a smart contract that will act as a sell order. The 
sell order contains information about the NFT, the NFT owner’s address, 
transaction history, ownership history, the owner’s transaction preferences, and 
attributes of metadata that are essential for the Order Matching System. 

b. On creation of a sell order, it broadcasts a notification, also known as an emitting 
event, to the applications outside the blockchain. This alerts external applications 
to the state of the smart contract. 

c. It provides a ‘payable’ interface to the sell order smart contract which allows 
automatic transfer of the NFT to the ETH-paying wallet. 

4. Buy Order Verification: Similar to Sell Order Verification, this module verifies the user and 
its preferences such as bid price, token quantity, and the user’s access privileges 

5. Order Matching System: The order matching algorithm depends on the type of 
commodity that is being traded and the transaction rules that need to be implemented. The 
most common algorithm used is Price-Time priority, where the first buyer with a matching 
price is matched with the seller. There are other established algorithms as well. The Order 
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Matching System subscribes to the events emitted by the Sell Order Management module 
and keeps track of the state of all the sell orders. It also subscribes to the Escrow Account 
module to track the state of the buy orders. When a matching order is found, it 
communicates with the escrow account. 

6. Escrow Account: The escrow account is a smart contract-based account that is responsible 
for the following operations: 

a. It locks the ETH that the buyer is willing to pay for an NFT. 

b. It will create a smart contract that acts as a buy order. The buy order will contain 
information about the buyer’s preference and the buyer’s address. 

c. It broadcasts the notification about the state of the buy order to the applications 
outside the blockchain. 

d. It communicates with the Order Matching System to identify the matching orders. 
On receiving the matching order confirmation, the locked ETH is transferred to 
the Sell Order Management module and triggers the ‘payable’ interface to complete 
the transaction. 
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4. System Overview and Application 
The Decentralized Offset Credit Exchange (DOCE) is developed as the proof-of-concept for the 
specialized implementation of the Commodity Trading System. Its architecture is completely 
based on the Commodity Tokenization framework and Commodity Trading Model framework that 
we discussed in previous chapters. Figure 5 shows the bird’s-eye view of the DOCE architecture. 

Figure 5. A High-Level View of Decentralized Energy Exchange 

 

For this system to run smoothly, it needs to be developed on a permissionless blockchain. We used 
the Ethereum blockchain. A smart contract, developed in Solidity, contains the rules for the NFT 
creation, distribution, transfer, exchange, and decommission and defines the core structure of the 
NFT metadata. It is the core of the system as integrating the security and rules is paramount. The 
Ethereum blockchain offers multiple alternative networks that mimic its functionality. These are 
designed specifically for development and testing purposes and are called the Ethereum Testnets. 
Using Testnets, the developer does not need to spend ETH to test smart contracts and 
applications. Any smart contract that can be deployed on the Ethereum Mainnet can be deployed 
on the Testnet. We deployed our proposed system on one such Testnet, known as the Goerli 
Testnet. 

Each transaction on the blockchain generates a unique hash value. A transaction is directly 
searchable through the hash generated for a specific blockchain. All transactions done on the 
Ethereum network are visible to the public on the blockchain explorer. The blockchain explorer is 
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an interface through which any user can search for a transaction or operation made on the 
blockchain. The Etherscan is the blockchain explorer for Ethereum, and the Goerli Testnet 
Explorer (https://goerli.etherscan.io/) records all transactions done on the Goerli blockchain. The 
hash generated for the deployed smart contract is 
“0x14889F7531b1124CE1320885f3E4A385cfdd6679” and the same can be verified on Goerli 
Testnet, as shown in Figure 6. The first transaction recorded for this contract hash would be 
“Contract Creation”, which indicates that our smart contract is successfully deployed and we can 
interact with it. Once the smart contract that creates and manages the NFT is deployed, the 
proposed system is developed around the interaction with this smart contract. 

Figure 6. Smart Contract Deployment on Blockchain 

 

We are keen to preserve the transparency inherent in a decentralized trading system. Figure 7 is a 
snippet of one of the services in the developed application that allows users to see all the carbon 
credits that are in circulation and available on the blockchain. The user can view all the details of 
a credit—such as the approved proposal, the proposal producer, the approving Certification 
Authority, and the entire transaction history of the credit—by clicking the “Info” button. The 
proposed system provides an interface for credit transactions, but all the transactions are executed 
on the blockchain. These can be verified through Blockchain Scanner by searching the smart 
contract hash as shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 7. Total Credits in Circulation on Blockchain 

 

 
Figure 8. Credit Circulation on Blockchain Scanner 
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To summarize, we identified how we can leverage blockchain technology through the Commodity 
Tokenization Framework and Commodity Trading Model Framework to create a decentralized 
application. This application is both strategically controlled and transparent. This system does not 
store any data locally or at any centralized location. All the transactions done on the DOCE can 
be viewed and verified on the blockchain explorer. Thus, we can achieve decentralized P2P 
transactions, transparency, verifiability, and a trustless system. 

We can implement the developed system and integrate credits from the transport sector with little 
to no changes. As credits of the transport sector are generated and distributed at its discretion, the 
transport authority will act as the Certification Body. Onboarding of the transport authority as a 
Certification Body is a one-time process. For every unit of resource that we want to tokenize, an 
official proposal will be created, just like we discussed with carbon offset credits. This proposal will 
be directed to the appropriate certification body. This certification body will have strategic control 
over the creation and distribution of these tokens through smart contracts, yet transparency will 
be maintained. This allows smooth and sequential onboarding of independent sectors without 
affecting other systems. It will enable secure strategic information sharing across different silos of 
the transportation sector and unlock new potential applications, increasing the overall efficiency of 
the ecosystem.  

One key area that our proposed framework enables is the facilitation of exchange within different 
transportation sectors. The developed system will provide a platform to track and increase 
ownership of the overall emissions of each sector, motivating businesses to act on carbon emissions 
through offset credits.  
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4. Conclusions 
With the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach in the vicinity of their university campus, the 
authors of this report did not have to go far for data on transportation sector carbon emissions. 
The two ports collectively handle nearly 20 million TEUs—10.7 million by the Port of Los 
Angeles and 9 million by the Port of Long Beach (A TEU or Twenty-Foot Equivalent Unit is a 
measure of volume in twenty-foot-long containers. Two TEUs equal one FEU, which is a Forty-
Foot Equivalent Unit). For simplicity, let us assume that only one-quarter of these containers leave 
the ports on trailer trucks that carry forty-foot containers. The daily number of trucks carrying 
cargo to and from the ports is just over 10,000 per day. Added to this are trains that carry a 
significant majority of the containers and a smaller volume that are transported by other means. 
Even with the great strides that have been taken toward minimizing emissions, simple calculations 
show that the transportation industry continues to be one of the largest producers of carbon 
emissions. The developed system will encourage the sector to take more ownership of the emission 
and provide easy facilitation for offsetting. 

Carbon offset credits are traded on normal markets as well as over the counter; multiple platforms 
facilitate trading. The credit information is disclosed at the discretion of the seller and the 
platform. The European Union has developed a single database for tracking the emission trading 
system, but questions often arise concerning data transparency and integrity. Yuan et al. [18] 
showcased that consumers are becoming more aware of climate change and prefer products that 
are less harmful to the environment, even if the purchasing cost is higher. This incentivizes 
companies to invest more even if the initial adaptation cost is higher. However, as stated earlier, 
there is no common validation process through which an offset credit buyer can verify the 
legitimacy of the credits. 

The proposed system allows anyone to verify the history of a credit. Overall, it improves the 
transparency and trustworthiness of the system. The proposed system makes carbon credits 
accessible worldwide, irrespective of location and regulations, thus increasing the possibility of 
large-scale adaptation. The proposed framework is devoid of regional politics and regulations, 
which encourages transportation operators, companies, and people to join voluntarily. 
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